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EXT. IN STREET- 8.30PM

FADE IN

Cars going down road. Houses, shops, let offices at both

sides.

RANNIE, 26, big build, bright green tracksuit, bright orange

trainers, burberry cap.

Rannie’s mobile rings it’s Jack.

RANNIE

What you after?

JACK

Dinny be smart, You ken whit it is.

RANNIE

Aw right just come up to mine

around 10 the night. I’ve got some

drugs there for ya.

JACK

Cheers bye now.

Rannie puts down his phone and walks off. close up. Little

he know 2 youths were listening and followed him home.

DEAN, 19, bright pink tracksuit, white trainers, orange cap,

white trainers.

JAMIE, 18, navy jogging bottoms, chav sports jacket, light

blue hat.

DEAN

Hear that Jamie, Brilliant aye.

JAMIE

Aye we’ve got a brilliant scenario

on our hands.

DEAN

Right Jamie, we’ll meet up with the

group in about an hour at the

scheme park.

JAMIE

Right I’ll get on the phone to them

right now and make sure they bring

the right gear.

(CONTINUED)
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DEAN

Yeeees.

They walk off to the scheme park.

EXT. SCHEME PARK 9.30PM

Swing park, swings, chutes, see saws and climbing frames.

Jamie and Dean are at the park sitting on the swing with

adrenalin about what they were about to get out of a planned

drug raid. Where they await friends.mouth

Jamie on swing with cigarette in

JAMIE

Dean.

Dean is on his mobile.

DEAN

What?

JAMIE

You should try these swings. Their

so much fun.

Close up to Dean.

DEAN

Big baby. Here I’ve just received a

text message from Fester.

Jamie leaps off the swing and breaks his nose Dean is

unaware of Jamie’s broken nose

DEAN

Can’t show face tonight been

lifted. The police have caught

Yellow and I doing a bit dealing on

the street corner now I will let

you know in due course if and when

I get a written warning. Cheers

now. Please tell Rose because she

doesn’t seem to be answering.

DEAN

Right Jamie. Yellow and Jamie have

been lifted and are in the jile for

the night so I suppose it’ll just

be Rose we are meeting the night.

ROSE, 17, blond hair, size 8, make-up, pink dress & scarf.
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Just then Rose appears

....Oh Rose am I glad to see you.

Rose Removes cigarette from mouth

ROSE

Why?

DEAN

Well, we plan a drug raid. Two

people who we’d been planning the

raid with have been lifted.

ROSE

Why should it stop us?

DEAN

Starts giggling with fright Well

smart arse here has decided to

jump off a swing and break his

nose.

ROSE

Well what do you want me to do?

Tell his Mum?

DEAN

Haa, ha, funny cow.

ROSE

Huh, well, sorray. I know phone an

ambulance, duuhhh! I could’ve

thought of that.

DEAN

No, I’ve done that already, Still

awaiting.

Ambulance appears.

PARAMEDIC, 32, green uniform.

PARAMEDIC

What’s going on here then.

Rose: Ma pal here has fell and broke ’is nose. An ma other

pal’s worried for him.

Paramedic lifts Jamie in the ambulance.

PARAMEDICS

You two’d better hurray off home

getting dark.

(CONTINUED)
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DEAN

Phew that was a close one.

His mobile rings it’s Yellow. Dean answers

....Yellow.

YELLOW

Dean. The police have let me and

Fester off with a warning from the

fraud squad. We’ll be over at the

scheme park in about 10 minutes and

tell Jamie I found his £20 note he

said he lost at my house, but I’ve

spent it. Hey I’m the one on the

rock and roll.

DEAN

I would but he’s away in a casualty

van he fell and broke his nose.

YELLOW

What about rose?

DEAN

Oh she’s here.

YELLOW

She just didn’t answer her phone

earlier. Well I’ll be at the scheme

park in 10 ciao for now.

ROSE

What’s the plan then?

DEAN

Just wait here, they’ll be here in

10.

About 10 mins later Yellow and Fester arrive.

INT. AT RANNIES- 8.50PM

Living room, leather sofa, 70" television, computer, box of

drug on table.

Rannie playing his guitar Jack is singing along. They stop

singing.

JACK

So eh, Rannie. Is that it all

sorted man.

(CONTINUED)
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RANNIE

Aye, there’s the drugs ye were

after.

JACK

Brilliant. It must be great being a

discreet dealer.

At that moment a brick gets thrown through the window and

lands on Rannie’s guitar.

Rannie: Ma fuckin’ guitar.

DEAN

Well done yellow, right through his

guitar.

JACK

Never mind Rannie, at least they’ve

no touched yer drugs or money.

Then Yellow uses the whole he made in the window to open it.

Fester Jumps in through Rannie’s window. Raises voice.

FESTER

Yet!

Quickly behind Fester, Yellow comes through the window

Followed by Rose and Dean. Jack tries to hold Yellow back

but Jamie jumps in and slaps him. Rose starts to flirt with

Rannie whilst Dean fills his loot bag with Rannie’s money

and drugs.

Rose Takes Rannie’s wrist so he can’t turn round.

ROSE

So, big boy, how long you been

dealing?

DEAN

Right, Yellow, Jack, Rose got the

gear move it.

Yellow, Jack, Rose and Dean leap out window.

RANNIE

The chase is on. Come on Jack help

me get my gear back.

JACK

What’s in it for me?

(CONTINUED)
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RANNIE

What do you say to half of it?

JACK

Moan then Rannie, whit you waiting

fur?

All of a sudden Rannie and Jack jump out Rannie’s window.

Yellow, Jack, Rose and Dean running from Rannie. Yellow

slips and skins his knee. Jack picks up Yellow and punches

him in the face.

RANNIE

Wheres my money and drugs.

YELLOW

Don’t kill me Dean’s got the bag.

Rannie picks up Yellow and throws him on the grass.

Jack and Rannie lose Rose and Dean and just go back to

Rannie’s den, only to find some one had made the whole in

his window bigger and saw his HD TV was nicked by someone

and was replaced with a 5 inch Black And White TV Radio

Cassette Recorder combined that doesn’t work properly.

Rannie Starts to whine

RANNIE

What the fuck am a gonna do now

Jack.

JACK

Its only a TV Rannie.

RANNIE

Aye but whit about all these great

shows am gonna miss. There’s Trash

In The Attic, Count up, Bargain

Punt and The Keremy Jyle Show?

JACK

Eh, aye right enough. Um. I’ll tell

ye what am going to help you online

like when ye started, you get the

drugs sorted oot right and I’ll get

some money the gither to buy you a

new guitar right.

RANNIE

Cheers.



7.

INT. HOSPITAL WARD- 10PM

Yellow being pushed in his bed when he gets his bed in the

ward he sees Jamie.

JAMIE

How the hell did you get in here?

YELLOW

By ambulance how?

JAMIE

No, I mean what happened to you?

YELLOW

Aw right.

Stops for a cough to catch breath

....Well, I was doing. Well you

know what I was doing Rannie threw

me in the grass when he caught me.

Fester and Dean got away with

starts whispering

....Rannie’s drugs.

JAMIE

Are you all right after being

thrown in the mud, sounds bloody

painful.

YELLOW

Aw yeah just a few minor bruises up

the back I should be getting

discharged tomorrow. Are you all

right after the nose broke.

JAMIE

Oh yeah, I’m ok now the wife’s

coming to pick me up in an hour.

YELLOW

Lucky bastard, I’ve got to stay

here all night.

At that moment Yellow’s mobile rings. Yellow picks it up.

It’s Fester.

YELLOW

Fester.

(CONTINUED)
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FESTER

Yellow.

YELLOW

Aye Fester, What’s Happenin’.

FESTER

Are you OK, Rose just told Dean and

myself whit just happened. I also

got home and found a 60 inch TV.

She said she nicked it passing by

an opened windae earlier and

replaced it with that shabby old 5

inch TV that did nae work. She’s

gonna flog it in the market later

this week. I also goat a call off

Jamie saying he’ll be out the

hospital the night as his wife

Stacey will be picking him up.

Dean’s away home coz he’s got work

the morning for the party the

morn’s night as it’s someone

birthday are you going. Me, Jamie,

Rose are going selling some dodgy

and stolen gear at the market do

you want to come wth us.

YELLOW

Nut. I’m sound. I’ve got to go tae

Seona’s party. There’s aye drugs

and money floating about at my work

nights out.

FESTER

All right. What time you working

tomorrow?

YELLOW

Em. 2-6.

FESTER

What time’s the party?

YELLOW

Starts at half nine, and lasts the

whole night through.

FESTER

All right, I’ll see you in a couple

of day’s and I’ll phone you in the

morning. Ciao for now right.

(CONTINUED)
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YELLOW

OK bye.

Jamie whistles at nurses skirt.

Jamie What about that then?

Just then Stacey shows up.

STACEY

Get your bags we’re going now.

STACEY

What the hell are you doing here?

YELLOW

Rannie though me in the grass.

STACEY

Rannie- who the fuck is Rannie?

YELLOW

That dealer we we......

JAMIE

Yellow just-don’t.

STACEY

Oh he’s a dealer is he. Is this the

important business thing you were

sorting out.

Jamie: We-e-e-e-e-ell. Yes. You s-.

STACEY

Don’t, say a word.

They argue all the way along the corridor.

STACEY

You need a proper job like me.

JAMIE

B-but

STACEY

Don’t.

JAMIE

I am signing on.

They get to the car doors at either side.

(CONTINUED)
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STACEY

Please tell me you done job search

today.

JAMIE

NO.

Pause

.....My drugs are paying the bills

aren’t they.

STACEY

Do you plan on ever getting a

proper job.

Jamie doesn’t answer.

Stacey

Come here.

Puts her arms round Jamie

.....I know it’s difficult finding

a job I was on a training scheme

before for a little while before I

got a job. Here’s what we’ll do

we’ll go home and have a look on

the computer and do a bit searching

there.

Jamie: Thanks.

INT. AT HOME- 11PM

Jamie and Stacey’s hall, computer at bottom of stair case in

front of kitchen.

Stacey cooking a late dinner.

Jamie is supposed to be job searching, but instead messing

about playing games and flirting with a women called Martine

on social networking. Jamie has been flirting with Martine

for several weeks now and Stacey still know nothing about

it.

Stacey walk in to the room.

STACEY

What’s this?

Jamie Covers the computer

(CONTINUED)
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JAMIE

Nothing.

Stacey Pulls Jamie’s hand from computer.

STACEY

If it’s nothing babes you’ll let me

see.

Jamie runs off. Stacey reads this then starts crying

......Thought you were doing job

search. How long have you been

talking to this Martine.

JAMIE

Weeks now. There’s not really

anything going on.

A new comment for Jamie from Martine appears on the

computer. The comment reads Hey fancy meeting up with me

tomorrow before your work coz I’m coming across the water

for a holiday xxxx.

Stacey’s tears quickly start trickling down her eyes.

......How ,who, what is this.

Jamie tries to kiss Stacey but she pushes him out of the way

and slaps him across the face

........Is there anything else you

are hiding from me, huh.

JAMIE

No.

STACEY

I don’t think your telling the

truth.

Stacey bursts in to tears

JAMIE

I’ve had enough of this drama

that’s been going on since we got

home. Haven’t you.

STACEY

I’ve had enough of this. I’ve had

enough of us, its over-I want a

divorce.

JAMIE

You can’t be serious honey we can

work it out.

(CONTINUED)
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STACEY

Don’t you dare call me honey.

JAMIE

How?

STACEY

It’s too late. We’ve been trying to

sort it out for the past 4 months.

All our problems are still

unsolved. You’ve got yourself back

out dealing drugs from 6 at night,

then a work night out, I’ll be back

from my dead end job as a cleaner

waiting. You’ve no time for me.

Therefor I can’t stay with you

because I want a baby in a steady

relationship. Goodbye for ever.

Jamie runs off and Starts crying.

INT. DEANS HOUSE- 1PM

Deans living room, fancy settees and big fancy cabinets.

Jamie is pouring himself to Dean about the bad news. Mid

shot to coffee table in middle.

Dean: Well I can’t sit here like an Old Granny listening to

your problems with your ex wife. I’ve got work to go to at

3. I am not receiving £150 p/h taking the drugs myself.

Jamie’s mobile rings, its an unknown number.

.......Go on then, I can see it’s

an unknown number answer it. It

might be Stacey crawling back.

Jamie answers mobile.

JAMIE

Hello.

JESTER

I heard the bad news. Read about it

on the internet sorry to hear

anyway.

JAMIE

What do you want?

(CONTINUED)
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JESTER

That telly I was talking about last

night. I’ve sold it.

JAMIE

Right.

JESTER

Little did I know I sold it to a

police officer. He’s got me and my

brother Fester here banged up in

the jile. You got £100 to help us

out.

JAMIE

Ppfff, Get lost! goat my ain

problems to sort oot!

Jamie slams flip phone shut.

DEAN

Well.

JAMIE

It was Jester. Her and Fester have

just been banged up the stolen

telly was sold last night to a

police officer.

DEAN

Are you not gonna help them out?

JAMIE

Nut.

DEAN

Why not?

JAMIE

As you said to me. I’ve got my own

problems.

DEAN

Quite right.

JAMIE

Besides I’m meeting a new women

later I met online.

DEAN

Your rushing in to things are you

not.

Jamie Puts fag in his mouth and starts to light it

(CONTINUED)
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JAMIE

That’s what broke us up.

DEAN

In that case I’m gonna ask her to

go out with me.

JAMIE

hmph. Do what you like she not my

problem anymore. I’ve got a new

burd.

DEAN

I wish you wouldn’t call women

burds so-

Jamie Interrupts.

JAMIE

Shut it.

This causes Jamie and Dean to curfew and fall out.

Dean starts shouting.

DEAN

Get out of my house.

Jamie runs out.

.....Moron.

INT. IN HOSPITAL- 4PM

Hospital ward, beds with sick patients, nurses in uniform.

Yellow is being discharged and walks out with a women he

met.

SANDRA, 19, white skin tight blouse, skousers and black

clogs.

YELLOW

So whats the plan?

SANDRA

I’m going to back to Monty Carlo

next week wanna come live with me

make a living at the casino.

YELLOW

OK. Yellow and Sandra get ready to

leave for Monty Carlo with out

(MORE)

(CONTINUED)
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YELLOW (cont’d)
giving any of his friends any

notice or consideration.

EXT. STACEY’S DOOR- MEANWHILE

Dean has went to round to chat up Stacey with flowers and

chocolates as she is single again. Stacey answers the door.

STACEY

If you are wondering if your friend

is coming out to play today he

doesn’t live here anymore. He’s

probably away dealing or sucked off

somewhere. But to be generally

honest, I don’t really care

because...

Dean interrupts what she is saying by stealing a kiss from

her. At first she is thinking about pushing him away but

continues because she is enjoying Deans kissing too much.

About a minute later they stop kissing.

DEAN

Here have these.

Stacey Snatches flowers and chocolates from Dean’s hand and

throws them out back in to the street

STACEY

Sod these there probably nicked.

She grabs Deans hand and runs away off upstairs.

STACEY

Come now I’m gonna give you a one

off and if you are good enough at

that as you are at kissing I’ll

maybe even give you more.

Jamie is passing that house in the street and hears what’s

going on and walks along starting to sob again.

INT. RANNIES- 5PM

Rannies hall, shabby door, fancy wallpaper

Doorbell rings. Rannie answers it’s an unexpected Jack.

(CONTINUED)
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JACK

Found your bag of drugs half

finished here they are.

Hands bag of drugs over to Rannie

RANNIE

Where did you find them.

JACK

Up by the pub up there. And those

are what meant missing.

RANNIE

What about my 200 quid.

Jack: Well as far as your money is concerned, you’ve had it.

They took the lot.

RANNIE

Did you find out what happened to

everything else?

JACK

I’m sorry but you’ve had there as

well.

RANNIE

Aw well, I suppose it’s no all bad

because I’m able to play my auld

audio tapes right now it’s all

because of those youths.

JACK

Well I’ve also heard that one of

them is moving to Monty Carlo with

a lady he met in the hospital. 2 of

them have been banged up and one of

them is homeless because I heard

that his wife dumped him for his

friend.

RANNIE

What about that other lassie?

JACK

You mean Rose. Nowhere to be seen.

disappeared off face of the earth.

A boulder hits the boarded up windows and knocks it down.

(CONTINUED)
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RANNIE

Those bastards.

Rannie starts chasing down the road

EXT. A HIGH STREET- 9PM

Dusk, street lights starting to come on, cars driving down

road.

Dean and Stacey are walking down the road flirting.

Dean: I love you.

Stacey: I love you too but I’m only saying that because I’m

single.

Stacey closes her eyes and puckers up to Dean. He doesn’t

kiss because he seen Jamie.

STACEY

Well then not gonna kiss me?

Stacey opens up her eyes Dean is nowhere to be seen. She

hears a bang and becomes curious turns corner and sees Jamie

in a pool of blood

STACEY

Oh Jamie

Stacey begins crying again.

.....I only done what I done to

make you jealous. I didn’t mean for

it to go this far.

She calls for an ambulance

.....I wasn’t really gonna file for

a divorce.

Jamie bleeds more and says his final words

JAMIE

Love you Stacey. Hope makes you

very happy because I can’t. He

passes and Stacey cries louder.

FADE OUT


